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3D Contact Point Cloud Reconstruction From
Vision-Based Tactile Flow

Yipai Du , Guanlan Zhang , and Michael Yu Wang , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—With the growing interest in vision-based tactile sen-
sors, various types of sensors that utilize digital imaging are being
developed. Among them, a group of sensors captures the tactile
flow resulted from the contact deformation using the optical flow
algorithm from computer vision and achieves full resolution defor-
mation tracking on the tactile surface. In this work, a novel 3D con-
tact reconstruction algorithm is proposed and evaluated. It exploits
the contact geometry and projection relationship in the tactile flow,
which are versatile for vision-based tactile sensors, unique for tac-
tile perception but not inherited from computer vision. The resulted
3D contact point cloud representation is consistent with the tactile
flow constraint, scale estimation, and contact edge estimation. It can
be directly manipulated in downstream applications such as contact
force estimation and contact pose estimation. Experiments and
examples are provided that indicate the potential for the proposed
tactile processing algorithm to connect tactile perception to tactile
enabled robotic manipulation tasks.

Index Terms—Contact modeling, force and tactile sensing,
perception for grasping and manipulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sense of touch is critical for robotic systems to perceive
the physical properties of objects for safe interaction by

providing feedback for adaptation [1]. With the technological
improvements in digital imaging and computer vision, vision-
based tactile sensors using a camera to see through a transparent
gel have become more popular. They provide superior sensing
resolution and robustness to environmental changes. The most
representative variants include GelSight [2], GelSlim [3], and
Digit [4]. These sensors have made successful applications to
enable more flexibility in dexterous manipulations [5], [6].

With an aim on the ease of manufacturing and availability,
DelTact [7] adopts a modular design without strict illumination
requirements and can be calibrated with minor efforts. The
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sensor takes the image stream of a deformable silicone gel
(the tactile surface) with a dense random color pattern attached
to it. One of the advantages is that the tactile flow, which is
computed from the image using dense optical flow algorithm [8],
is captured at high resolution and frequency. With the calibrated
camera model, the search space of the 3D location for each
image point is on a ray shot from the camera’s optical center.
However, it cannot be determined precisely due to the monocular
scale ambiguity. Thus, the reconstruction of the 3D contact point
cloud must be considered from a global point of view. Previous
works have been mostly focused on learning-based methods for
3D contact estimation. The data required for training the neural
networks can be from the real world by some automated process
to save human labor or from simulated environments [9], [10]. In
either case, data generation work needs to be done, and the trans-
fer and generalization ability of the neural networks requires
attention. With the image projection geometry analysis, we hope
to achieve 3D contact estimation without a learned model. The
image projection geometry model is more generalizable across
devices and sensor types and requires little human effort.

In this letter, we propose to reconstruct the 3D contact point
cloud with an optimization-based method. The problem is for-
mulated as a convex optimization problem based on the image
geometry model, which can be solved efficiently online. The
solution to the optimization problem has the following advanta-
geous properties:
� Tactile flow constraint satisfaction: The result is consistent

with the measured tactile flow due to the problem construc-
tion.

� Surface smoothness: The total variation minimization
smooths the reconstructed contact point cloud.

� Depth consistency: The optimization problem solves for
the point cloud that agrees with the prior depth information.

Moreover, the optimization problem is model-based and in-
volves no parameter-tuning, making it possible to generalize
across sensors with less effort. A graphical overview of the
obtained result is shown in Fig. 1 .

The remaining of the letter is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion II, related works about vision-based tactile signal processing
are introduced. In Section III, the 3D contact reconstruction
problem is formulated as a convex optimization problem. In
Section IV, the experiments both in finite element simulation
and real-world are conducted. The finite element method (FEM)
quantifies the reconstruction error using a random test indenter
with the presence of different shear loads. The real-world inden-
tation tests give a qualitative understanding of the versatility of
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Fig. 1. (a) A triangular test indenter makes contact with the DelTact [7] tactile
sensor. (b) The captured tactile flow (plotted sparsely for visualization). (c) The
reconstructed 3D contact point cloud. (d) The depth map extracted from (c).

the proposed method. The contact force estimation and object
pose estimation experiment give example applications of how
the reconstructed 3D contact point cloud can be utilized. In
Section V, the conclusion and future work are summarized.

II. RELATED WORKS

Tactile sensing is crucial for animals to adapt to the environ-
ment. Therefore, it has also been considered critical for robotics
research to make robots behave reactively. Tactile sensors with
resistive, capacitive, and piezoelectrical materials as transduc-
tion interfaces usually suffer from sensitivity to environments
(e.g., temperature variation and electrical interference) and com-
plicated wiring due to electric single point signals involved [11].

Vision-based tactile sensing approaches are becoming
promising in the past two decades due to their better sensing
resolution, easy manufacturing method, robustness in harsh
settings, and multi-axial measuring capability. A soft surface that
is responsive to contact is used, which adds robustness to contact
uncertainty with its high-friction and compliant nature [12].
When it deforms, the shape change is captured by the camera
in the 2D image. Since the birth of vision-based tactile sensing,
a key question has been how to extract 3D information from
this 2D image. The pioneers of vision-based tactile sensing,
Kamiyama et al. [13], distributed dot markers with different
colors at different depths for a clue in the normal direction by
recording the positional center of mass variation in the markers.
After that, other approaches to solving tactile sensing emerged.
The GelSight [14], GelSlim [15] and Digit [4] sensors use
photometric stereo to map from RGB color to surface normal for
depth map reconstruction. Bauza et al. [16] and Suresh et al. [17]
employed convolutional neural networks to learn the full depth
from images, which gave more accurate results than the lookup
table method. However, they potentially required a large dataset

across different shapes. Wang et al. proposed to use MLP (mul-
tilayer perceptron) to learn the mapping from (r, g, b, x, y) to
surface normals [18], and Sodhi et al. [19] adopted the pix2pix
model. These two models are lightweight and, therefore, more
data efficient. Dot markers are required for the photometric type
of sensors to allow measurements in the shear direction [2].
Nevertheless, the dot markers would compromise the depth re-
construction accuracy and efficiency [18]. Our proposed method
is based on Deltact sensor [7], which gives the full resolution 2D
deformation flow field, i.e., the tactile flow, at high speed, with a
commonly seen RGB camera. Thus, it avoids the interference of
shear and geometry at the design phase. Moreover, the Deltact
sensor features a model-based sensing principle, for which the
deformation geometry is measured. Hence it is possible to
exploit the geometry to reduce or even eliminate the large data
requirement. Soft-bubble [20] grippers use a compact ToF (Time
of Flight) depth sensor to enable contact shape reconstruction
and object pose estimation. A pseudorandom dot pattern on the
interior of the bubble surface enables extracting tangential shear
force. Ambrus et al. [21] replaced the ToF sensor with a neural
network to learn to predict depth from the IR image, which has
a great potential to reduce the form factor and cost of the tactile
gripper. However, the expensive ToF sensor is still required at the
data collection stage, which is not easily accessible. The TacTip
family [22] tracks the movements of an array of pins on the inside
of the sensing surface and uses learning-based methods to solve
various robotic estimation problems at high precision. Sferrazza
et al. [23] adopted randomly scattered particles as tracking tar-
gets and combined dense optical flow with a neural network with
a focus on accurate normal and shear force estimation [9]. Cui
et al. developed GelStereo [24] that solved the depth estimation
problem with learning-based stereo matching methods.

Although learning-based processing is prospering in tactile
sensing, few people have investigated optimization-based meth-
ods. As computational power grows and algorithm efficiency
improves, solving medium-scale convex problems online is
possible and commonly seen in many signal processing appli-
cations [25]. One successful example in tactile sensing is by
Kuppuswamy et al. who tried to solve another problem: esti-
mating the actual external object shape in contact from a highly
deformed and compliant surface using model-based Quadratic
Program (QP) [12]. A research gap in the tactile sensing com-
munity is that all the works mentioned above attempted to solve
the 3D contact tracking problem over-complicated. They either
use more than one sensing modality or rely on machine learning
to deal with the 2D to 3D mapping. Our discovery in this work is
that the contact shape can be roughly estimated by incorporating
the image projection geometry and the surface smoothness. In
the presence of some scale prior (Gaussian density [26] in our
case), the absolute scale can also be estimated, making the 3D
tracking good enough for many robotic applications.

III. SYSTEM SETUP AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The proposed method is based on the vision-based tactile
sensor developed in our lab [7]. The sensor captures images of a
specially designed colored pattern and processes them to obtain
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Fig. 2. The pipeline for solving the 3D point cloud reconstruction problem.
Arrows denote signals and blocks denote processing modules. The dotted region
is possible to be replaced with some other method or sensing modality to provide
depth information to constrain the optimization.

the optical flow resulted from contact deformation at a high fre-
quency and fidelity. We name the measured optical flow from the
images as the tactile flow and use the name throughout this letter
because it is the flow field that encodes all the tactile information.
The intrinsic parameter K and extrinsic parameters R and T are
obtained through the sensor calibration process using printed
chessboards with multiple poses, which is detailed in [7]. The
sensor captured images are undistorted. Therefore no distortion
parameter is needed. During the calibration process, the 2D-3D
correspondences (u, v) ↔ (x, y, z) are established. Given the
fact that 3D points at rest lie on the same plane, the mapping
from 3D coordinates P0 = {(xi, yi, zi)} to pixel coordinates
(ui, vi) is obtained using a linear regression model. P0 is taken
as the initial position of the cloud points. In practice, 100× 100
points are used, and the point coordinates are flattened into a
vector P0 ∈ R30000.

The goal of the contact point cloud reconstruction is, given the
calibration parameters K, R, T, the initial point locations P0

and the current tactile flow ft, estimating the current 3D point
locations P̂t. It is an ill-posed problem because the solution
to the problem is not unique due to the monocular setting.
However, the movement of the 3D point cloud is constrained in
the sensor space and should exhibit smoothness. Utilizing this
prior knowledge helps to overcome the monocular ambiguity.

The 3D contact reconstruction problem is divided into 3
sub-modules: contact edge estimation, depth estimation, and
convex optimization, as shown in Fig. 2. They will be discussed
in detail in the remaining of this letter. The contact edge esti-
mation produces contact-edge-aware smoothness weights. The
depth estimation reveals the overall scale (level of depth) of the
contact. The optimization problem searches for an edge-aware
smooth point cloud that simultaneously satisfies the tactile flow
and depth prediction. Therefore, the solution is considered a
reasonable estimate of the actual contact point cloud.

A. Contact-Edge-Aware Smoothness Weights

One feature in the resulted contact point cloud is the smooth-
ness, but smoothing uniformly is naive and will produce an

Fig. 3. A simplified projection graph for the sensor surface deformation
resulted from a rectangle indenter. After the indentation, point B on the original
sensor surface moves to point B’. This results in point b in the image going
to point b’. The indentation depth is d, and the camera’s focal length is f. The
distance from the sensor plane to the optical center is denoted as H.

overly smooth result. The boundary between the contact and the
non-contact region, i.e., the contact edge, needs to be preserved
via an edge-aware smoothness weight. One simple choice is
doing edge detection in the tactile flow. However, it is theoreti-
cally unsound. Fig. 3 illustrates a simplified case for the contact
deformation with a rectangle indenter. Using similar triangles
�OAB and �Oab, we have

ab

AB
=

Oa

OA
=

f

H
. (1)

Likewise, in �OCB’ and �Oab,’ there is

ab′

AB
=

ab′

CB′ =
Oa

OC
=

f

H − d
. (2)

Combining (1) and (2), we have

ab′ − ab =
df

H − d
AB. (3)

The left hand side of (3) is the resulted tactile flow in the image.
From (3), it can be concluded that with the same deformation
depth, the tactile flow increases linearly with respect to the
distance to the center of the image. Therefore, the quantity

D =

√(
∂fx
∂x

)2

+

(
∂fy
∂y

)2

(4)

can serve as an indicator for the depth (correlated with depth) in
the 2D image case, where fx and fy are the x and y components
of the tactile flow, respectively. By observingD one can find that
it is equivariant to uniform shear, meaning a uniform shear load
will not change the value ofDbut only its location. The Gaussian
density [26] is a smoothed version of D, which mathematically
explains why the Gaussian density can work well in estimating
the contact depth. However, the over-smoothness of Gaussian
density causes defects at contact boundaries, as can be seen in
Fig. 4. Hence we refer to D but not the Gaussian density for the
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Fig. 4. The result with FEM simulated data. The estimated and true depths
refer to the z axis displacement of the point cloud. For the flow magnitude, the
Gaussian density, and depth, brighter color means a larger numerical value. For
the 3D point cloud, the displacements in XYZ axes are regarded as the HSV
color channels, respectively.

contact edge estimation and let

W =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
| ∂D
∂x |
1

| ∂D
∂y |
1

| ∂D
∂x |
1

| ∂D
∂y |
1

| ∂D
∂x |
1

| ∂D
∂y |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)

to be the weight factor to be multiplied with the gradient of the
estimated 3D displacement ( (6)). Here |∂D∂x | ∈ R9900 (100×
99 due to reducing one column) and |∂D∂y | ∈ R9900 (99× 100

due to reducing one row) therefore we have W ∈ R59400. The
physical meaning is that large gradient of deformation is allowed
if the gradient of D is large while the gradient of deformation is
penalized where the gradient of D is small.

B. Depth Estimation

Due to the monocular camera setting, there is scale ambiguity
in the 3D perception. By measuring the density distribution, the
absolute scale of contact depth can be estimated [26]. In this
work, the approximate depth map ẑt is obtained from the Gaus-
sian density using a regression model. ThenMt is the mask with

1 at the point with maximal contact depth and 0 everywhere else.
It is used to constrain only on the maximal contact depth of the
estimated contact point cloud P̂t. For the ease of deduction and
verification, only single contact case is presented in this letter.
However, the method can be generalized to multiple contacts
by firstly clustering on the predicted depth to identify locations
and numbers of those contact. Note that the depth estimation
and contact mask can be other feature extraction techniques or
sensing modalities. This means to replace the dotted region in
Fig. 2 with other methods. For example, an embedded range
sensor or MEMS sensor [27] can provide the single point contact
measurement at specific locations of the tactile surface. Then
Mt will give nonzero weights at the measurement locations.
The problem defined in (6) serves as a way to fuse the sparse
contact signal with the tactile flow to obtain the full resolution
contact point cloud.

C. The Optimization Problem

The optimization finds the point cloud P̂t that solves the
following problem

min
P̂t

‖L(P̂t −P0)�Wt‖

s.t. Az(P̂t −P0) ≤ 0

Az(P̂t −P0) ≥ min(ẑt)

h(P̂t)− h(P0) = ft

Mt �Az(P̂t −P0) = Mt � ẑt (6)

where L ∈ R59400×30000 is the Laplacian operator that maps
the point cloud displacement P̂t −P0 into its spatial gradient,
meaning

L(P̂t −P0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂
∂x (P̂t,x −P0,x)
∂
∂y (P̂t,x −P0,x)
∂
∂x (P̂t,y −P0,y)
∂
∂y (P̂t,y −P0,y)
∂
∂x (P̂t,z −P0,z)
∂
∂y (P̂t,z −P0,z)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(7)

where the subscript x y and z refer to the 3 components of
the point cloud. � denotes the Hadamard element-wise product
to weight the spatial gradient with Wt. Although L is large
in dimension, it is very sparse, involving only +1, −1, and
a large number of zeros, which means it can be handled by
many efficient solvers that can manipulate sparse linear algebra.
The minimization objective represents a contact edge-aware
smoothness cost for the contact surface gradient. The matrix
Az extracts out all the z components in P̂t −P0 therefore
Az(P̂t −P0) ∈ R10000. The first two inequalities constrain the
z-axis deformation within the sensor space and do not exceed
the largest estimated deformation depth (i.e., min(ẑt)). The first
equality constraint involves a projection function h : R3 → R2

with K, R and T as its parameters. It is not a linear function
but a monomial, making the optimization become a geometric
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Fig. 5. The depth regression error from the Gaussian density using polynomial
order up to 6.

program. To reduce the constraint complexity, now first consider
a simplified case where there is only one point to be tracked, i.e.
P ∈ R3×1. ⎡

⎢⎣pxpy
s

⎤
⎥⎦ = K(RP+T)

h(P) =

[
px

s
py

s

]
= h(P0) + ft

[
px

py

]
= s(h(P0) + ft). (8)

Since h(P0) and ft are just numerical parameters, only px, py
and s are optimization variables, where px and py are unnor-
malized homogeneous coordinates in the image and s is their
corresponding scale. This constraint is translated into a linear
equivalence. The last equality constraint in (6) provides exact
depth measurements at certain locations encoded by Mt. Eq.
(6) states a norm minimization problem with linear constraints,
which is a convex optimization problem. �2 norm is used in our
experiment.

With the advancement of the computation power and efficient
solvers, the convex optimization problem with variables at 10 k
scale can be solved real-time on a generic processor [25]. Our
naive implementation in CVXPY [28] takes 750 ms to solve
the optimization problem with only a single CPU core. More
specialized and commercial solvers can significantly improve
the speed to meet the real-time requirement.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed contact reconstruc-
tion method’s performance, quantitatively using simulations in
FEM and qualitatively through various real-world indentation
tests. 2 typical applications that use the reconstructed contact
point cloud, including contact force and pose estimation, are
demonstrated, suggesting the proposed method’s potential in
various robotic applications.

A. Finite Element Example - An Ideal Case

We first use the Finite Element Method (FEM) to simulate
an ideal case. The FEM setup contains 100× 100 nodes with
1 unit length spacing for neighboring nodes. Since the sensing
area of the sensor is 21 mm×21 mm, each unit length would
correspond to approximately 0.21 mm in the real world. The
material is set to be hyperelastic with Poisson’s ratio of 0.35. A
relatively complex, snowflake-shaped flat rigid indenter (same
as used in Fig. 7 of [26]) makes contact with the soft material and
moves downward by 5 units in the FEM simulation space. The
3D nodal displacements are projected onto the image plane with
extrinsic camera parameter R = I and T = [0, 0, 10]ᵀ. During
the indentation process, the relationship between Gaussian den-
sity and the depth is fitted with a linear regression model to give a
predictive depth prior. In addition to the pure normal indentation,
a uniform shear strain s is added in the positive x-direction with
4.0 units, 8.0 units, and 12.0 units, respectively, to examine the
effectiveness of the proposed method under coupled normal
and shear load. Fig. 4 summarizes the results. Compared to
the Gaussian density prediction from our previous result [26],
the depth prediction from the proposed method forms a contact
boundary almost the same as the ground truth. Nevertheless, if
just observing the tactile flow or the Gaussian density, it is hard
even for a human to conclude this precise contact shape. The
mean 3D error is defined as

mean 3D error =
1

3N

N∑
i=0

∑
a∈{x,y,z}

|P̂i,a −Pi,a| (9)

where P̂ is the estimated point cloud location and P is the
simulated ground truth. The estimated 3D point cloud is very
close to the ground truth for all the cases, with the z-axis
being predicted more accurately thanks to the Gaussian density
prediction. The error in shear direction is larger because the
node points exhibit lateral movements due to the local stretch
from the indenter even with a pure normal load. This effect is
not well-captured by the estimation process. However, the shear
error gets smaller when the actual shear load increases, making
the shear load dominate the estimation process. All the errors
are small considering the 1 unit initial spacing for the points, 5
unit normal load, and 12 unit maximum shear load in the FEM
simulation coordinate, where each unit is equivalent to 0.21 mm
in the real world.

B. Gaussian Density Regression

A good depth predictor with Gaussian density gives a more ac-
curate depth prior for a better contact point cloud reconstruction
result. Therefore, instead of straight-line fitting as in [26], a poly-
nomial fit is used with more data collected. From the analysis in
Section III-A, the Gaussian density should be independent of the
location. Therefore in the polynomial model, the feature contains
only the Gaussian density. A dataset with different indenters is
collected with an automated 3-axis linear stage. The data col-
lection details are discussed in [7]. Specifically, 5 different sized
spherical indenters with diameters of 10, 12, 15, 18, and 22 mm
made contact with the tactile sensor at different depths. Each
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Fig. 6. The result from multiple different shapes making contact with the tactile sensor. The first column of each shape is the sensor-captured image. The second
column shows the computed D as in Section III-A. The third column gives the reconstructed contact depth without the edge-aware weight W (i.e., setting W = 1).
The fourth column gives the estimated contact depth with the use of W.

Fig. 7. The experimental setup of the pose estimation experiment.

contact was added with multiple shear loads to increase data
variation. The total number of data points is 2070, 80% of which
is used to train the polynomial regression and the remaining for
testing. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the error for the depth
prediction decreases insignificantly when the polynomial order
is greater than 3. Therefore we use order 3 in practice for better
generalization, which has a mean error of depth 0.239 mm. Note
that the true depth is in the set of {0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} mm.
Therefore the depth error of 0.239 mm is within an acceptable
range.

C. Shape Test With Various Indenter

Fig. 6 gives some estimated contact depth using the proposed
method. It can be seen that although from the analysis in
Section III-A, D should be constant for flat contact surfaces,

in practice, it is often found to drop inside the contact contour,
making the near boundary part looks brighter than the inner
part. The reason is that, for D to be constant, the tactile flow
f should increase/decrease linearly with respect to both x and
y axes. It contradicts the local smoothness assumption [29] in
calculating the optical flow: the flow vector should be close in
a neighborhood. Thus in practice, the obtained tactile flow is
often not so sharp to vary linearly. Therefore D is often found
fluctuating. The problem is overcome by smoothing in [26].
This sim to real gap requires caution if one tries to transfer
the simulated displacement vectors directly to real optical flow
vectors, like in [9]. This discovery also calls attention that
directly transferring the visual processing algorithms, which are
proved successful in the rigid world, may yield an inconsistent
result in vision-based tactile processing. In this work, however,
the discrepancy does not make significance, as the estimated
contact depth remains flat owing to the problem formulation,
shown in the fourth column of each test case in Fig. 6. The third
column gives the ablation study on the use of W. Without W,
the result will be too smooth that blur into one piece.

D. Application I: Force Estimation Through Contact

With a meaningful and consistent decomposition of the flow
field into 3D deformation P̂t −P0, the force estimation can be
made easier and more accurate. We consider the original tactile
flow ft, the nHHD (Natural Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition)
decomposed tactile flow [30] d, r,h, where ft = d+ r+ h and
the 3D deformation P̂t −P0 as the input features. Two different
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Fig. 8. The robot arm returned (regarded as ground truth) positional change
and orientation change (represented in Euler angles) with the ICP estimates. For
positional tracking, discrete contacts are made. For rotational tracking, contact
is made solid and continuous. The mean tracking errors are shown on each plot.

machine learning models: linear regression Φ and MLP (multi-
layer perceptron) Ω are employed, which are representatives of
simple and complex machine learning models, respectively. For
the linear regression, the goal is to find a linear function Φ for
each of the following:

F̂raw,x = Φraw,x

(∑
ft,x

)
,

F̂raw,y = Φraw,y

(∑
ft,y

)
F̂raw,z = Φraw,z

(∑
ft,x,

∑
ft,y

)
F̂nHHD,x = ΦnHHD,x

(∑
ft,x

)
F̂nHHD,y = ΦnHHD,y

(∑
ft,y

)
F̂nHHD,z = ΦnHHD,z

(∑
dx,

∑
dy

)
F̂3D,x = Φ3D,x

(∑
(P̂t,x −P0,x),

∑
(P̂t,y −P0,y)

)
F̂3D,y = Φ3D,y

(∑
(P̂t,x −P0,x),

∑
(P̂t,y −P0,y)

)
F̂3D,z = Φ3D,z

(∑
(P̂t,z −P0,z)

)
(10)

TABLE I
FORCE ESTIMATION EVALUATION

Note that Φ3D,x and Φ3D,y use both x and y axis features
because they are in the point cloud coordinate frame, which
is not aligned with the camera/force coordinate frame. The
summation works as a dimensionality reduction process and
avoids overfitting for better generalization ability. For the MLP
model Ω, the dimensionality is 1000× 1000× 1000 with a
dropout rate of 0.5, and the inputs are fed into Ω directly, i.e., ft
for raw, d, r,h for nHHD and P̂t −P0 for 3D, respectively.
The dataset used is the same as in Section IV-B, where the
3-axis force is collected simultaneously using an ATI Nano 17
F/T sensor. Table I lists the test RMSE for the force prediction.
It can be seen that processing the tactile flow dataset into 3D
contact point clouds outperforms the other two datasets in both
machine learning models, with 3D+MLP performing best at
predicting the contact force. This experiment proves that the
estimated point cloud is not ad hoc but consistently decomposes
the 2D tactile flow field into a 3D deformation field which is
more simply correlated with the contact force. This application
reveals that the proposed 3D contact reconstruction is suitable
as a preprocessing technique for a simpler and more efficient
contact force estimation.

E. Application II: Contact Pose Estimation From the
Estimated Contact Point Cloud

One key advantage of tracking the contact point cloud is that
it allows estimating the change of contact pose directly. As an
example, a triangular indenter is fixed on the end effector of a
Franka Emika Panda robot arm. The indenter contacts the table-
fixed tactile sensor while the relative pose changes from the robot
arm are recorded. Fig. 7 shows the experiment setup. A standard
point-to-point ICP (iterative closest point) algorithm [31] is used
to estimate the relative transformations between contacts. The
experiment is divided into 2 parts. In the first part, the indenter
contacts the tactile sensor at different locations on the sensor
surface. In the second part, the indenter first contacts the tactile
sensor and then rotates randomly to change its orientation while
keeping the contact solid (non-slipping). The ICP algorithm tries
to recover the positional change between contacts relative to the
initial contact in the first case while estimating the orientation
change in the second case. The results are plotted in Fig. 8. It
can be seen that the positional estimation is very close to the
actual value with only a sub-millimeter error while the object
moves on the sensor surface. The orientation tracking is bearing
larger relative errors, especially under significant rotation, since
it is affected by the non-rigid structure of the indenter part and
sensor gel distortion. Since there are errors from the robot arm
pose estimates (sub-millimeter level) as well, this experiment
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is used just to roughly reflect the general trend, which shows
the potential of the contact point cloud reconstruction to bridge
to contact pose estimation. Possible future work can adopt a
more accurate experimental setup and test cases aiming for more
robust contact pose estimation.

V. CONCLUSION

This work proposes an optimization-based method for re-
constructing the contact point cloud. The method is compatible
with tactile flow type vision-based tactile sensors, such like [7]
and [23]. The 3D contact reconstruction problem is formalized
as an optimization problem incorporating the scale information
(Gaussian density) and the tactile flow constraint. Quantitative
experiments using the FEM simulated data demonstrate its abil-
ity to extract the contact structure with the fine resolution even
when the contact is coupled with normal and shear loads. The
qualitative testing with various indenters reveals that the pro-
posed method can generalize to different contacts. Two extended
applications of the obtained 3D contact are provided to illustrate
the advantage of the obtained 3D contact representation, i.e., it
simplifies the force estimation for better accuracy and allows
direct contact pose estimation. The proposed method can be
transferred to other sensors with similar principles, e.g., [23]
and [20], as they also measure the dense tactile flow. Moreover,
it is hoped that the processing framework gives insights into
vision-based tactile processing. Unlike real-world vision tasks,
which are more variational and dynamic, the tactile signals
obtained from the camera embedded inside the vision-based
tactile sensors are constrained, analyzable, and more monotonic.
By studying the geometry in the deformation and projection
process, the contact can be solved without complex machine
learning algorithms and data collection. Machine learning can
be auxiliary to this modeling process, like what we did in
estimating the scale, but is only applied when necessary for better
generalizable and transparent processing. We also identify the
inconsistency issue in using optical flow algorithms, which are
invented to track rigid movements, to track the tactile movement,
as discussed in Section IV-C. In future research, distinctions of
such kind between visual perception and tactile perception may
require special attention to push the performance of vision-based
tactile sensing to a higher level.
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